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NEW QUESTION: 1
At the end of the year 2002, Monica and Chandler each purchased
a certificate of deposit that paid the same rate of interest,
and each held the certificate of deposit through the end of
2002. If Chandler invested X dollars and Monica invested
$130,000, and if Chandler earned interest in 2002 totaling
$45,000, what was the amount of interest that Monica earned on
her $130,000 investment?
(1) The rate of interest on the certificate of deposit that
Chandler and Monica each purchased was 8.5% annually.
(2) In 2002, Chandler invested $529,412 in the certificate of
deposit.
A. Statements (1) and (2) TAKEN TOGETHER are sufficient to
answer the question, even though NEITHER statement BY ITSELF is
sufficient.
B. Statement (2) BY ITSELF is sufficient to answer the
question, but statement (1) by itself is not.
C. Statements (1) and (2) TAKEN TOGETHER are NOT sufficient to
answer the question, requiring more data pertaining to the
problem.
D. Either statement BY ITSELF is sufficient to answer the
question.
E. Statement (1) BY ITSELF is sufficient to answer the
question, but statement (2) by itself is not.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
From statement (1) we know the rate of interest, so we can
easily calculate how much Monica earned with her $130,000
deposit.
From statement (2) we know how much Chandler invested and we
already know from the question how much he earned, we can
calculate the interest and multiply it by the deposit that
Monica made.
Therefore, both statements, by themselves, are sufficient to
answer the question.

NEW QUESTION: 2
When configuring a Web Interface XenApp Services site for
SmartAccess, what should the administrator type as the address
in the Advanced Access Control Service URL field in the Managed
Access Method screen?
A. The fully qualified domain name of the Access Gateway

appliance
B. The IP address of the MIP
C. The fully qualified domain name of the Access Gateway
virtual server
D. The IP address of the Access Gateway appliance
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have been tasked with allocating an identity to one of your
compute instances that needs to retrieve and process static
files that are stored in an Object Storage bucket. After
creating a dynamic group with a matching rule that specifies
the OCID of the compute instance, you discover the that API
calls are failing.
Which step should you take to resolve this issue?
A. Initial credentials must be initialized using OCI console
for the Instance in dynamic group. This can be a bulk
operation.
B. Create IAM policies to permit instances in these groups to
make API calls against Oracle Cloud Infrastructure services.
C. Create 1AM policies to permit users In these groups to make
API calls against Oracle Cloud Infrastructure services.
D. Once instance are in dynamic group no additional steps are
required.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which command is implemented to configure an enable password
that uses an encrypted password from another configuration?
A. enable secret Sabc%!#.Cd34S!ao0
B. enable secret 5 $abc%!#.Cd34$!ao0
C. enable secret 15 $abc%!#.Cd34$!ao0
D. enable secret 6 $abcÂ°/.!#.Cd34$!ao0
E. enable secret 7 Sabc%!#.Cd34$!ao0
Answer: C
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